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About Ebco
We’re a women-owned innovation 
firm bringing together decades 
of experience as consultants, 
in-house innovation leaders, and 
trend experts. Ebco was founded 
on the principle that innovation 
requires a new way of thinking 
that connects trends with 
user-centered design research. 
All of this is reflected in our name.  

Our Evidence-Based and 
Culturally-Observed (EBCO) 
approach to innovation leads 
to breakthrough insights and 
inspiration for our clients.

TheEbco.com   •   323-870-9446   •   info@theebco.com

FOUNDERS, 
Kalyn Rozanski 
and Erin Mays

OUR APPROACH

Quality is our compass, curiosity 
drives us, and excellence is 
our standard. Founded in 2015, 
founders Erin and Kalyn set out on 
a mission to change how 
companies address innovation 
in a rapidly changing world. 
Our services bring to life the 
translation of this quest as we 
deliver on your innovation needs.



YOU’RE IN GOOD 
COMPANY: 
SELECT CLIENTS 
AND REACH
EXPERTISE  //  Ebco conducts 
innovation programs globally 
for top tier clients.



Industry experts are a vital input in 
Ebco’s trend research and 
immersion programs. By talking to 
experts, Ebco delivers invaluable, 
firsthand insights that inform our 
clients’ innovation processes in 
creative, unconventional ways.



Experts provide sharp, 
specified, and highly 
technical lenses on the 
commercial viability of new 
technologies in their 
categories, and give us 
insight into where those 
technologies are headed 
and what new innovations 
consumers are truly 
looking for.

As they live and breathe 
their categories full time, 
experts give us insight into 
consumer behavior and 
mentalities.  

Experts have their pulses 
on actionable 
recommendations in their 
categories; they drive us to 
well-thought out solutions.

When we do include expert 
interviews in a trend 
immersion program, that 
part of the research 
process comes after 90% of 
our trend work; once we 
identify the trends that are 
impacting our clients’ 
categories, that’s when we 
employ experts to bring in 
their niche, yet expansive 
and relevant knowledge to 
the innovation process.

EXPERTS + EBCO 



KATE McCULLEY OF 
ADVENTUROUS KATE
➔ Veteran travel blogger

➔ Forbes Top 10 Travel Influencer

➔ Traveled to 83 countries across 
7 continents 

➔ Her mission: Teach women 
how to safely solo travel

https://www.instagram.com/adventurouskate/
https://www.instagram.com/adventurouskate/


WHY ARE WE DEEP DIVING 
INTO TRAVEL TRENDS? 
Travel was completely redefined 
by the massive shifts in 
consumers’ behavior due to the 
world events of 2020. Industries, 
companies, and individuals all felt 
the effects of these changes. 



How the Travel Industry Changed 
in 2020 
From empty flights to jobs lost in the travel and leisure industry, we’ve seen 
significant changes in the past year to the travel industry. Less consumers 
feel safe on airplanes, and many are avoiding hotels. The pandemic has 
also had an adverse effect on small businesses, especially those who profit 
mostly from tourism. 

According to a December article from the New York Times, commercial 
flights are down 43 percent in the United States based on a study done by 
FlightAware.com, a service that tracks flights. However, that number is an 
improvement from the beginning of the pandemic--when there was 
roughly a 77 percent drop in commercial flights in April. 

"The main thing we're very 
concerned about is 83% of travel 
businesses are small businesses, 
and a bunch are just going to flat 
disappear. They can't hang on 
much longer."
Travel Association President 
and CEO Roger Dow

“Hotels were one of the first 
industries affected by the 
pandemic and will be one of the 
last to recover.”
 Chip Rogers, president/CEO of the 
American Hotel and Lodging 
Association (AHLA) 

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/08/20/travel/20flying-coronavirus1/20flying-coronavirus1-superJumbo.jpg?quality=90&auto=webp
https://www.bls.gov/charts/employment-situation/employment-by-industry-monthly-changes.htm
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Borders Closing
International travel in and out of the U.S. and in countries abroad 
has become increasingly complicated due to Covid-19 restrictions. 
The Department of Homeland Security announced earlier this 
month that the U.S., Canada, and Mexico have agreed to keep their 
borders closed to all non-essential travel through at least Feb. 21 for 
safety measures.

“It remains to be seen what lies 
ahead—whether countries will 
reopen their borders to 
Americans (and others), 
whether quarantines are 
required, and what kinds of 
places will be off-limits.”

What Lies Ahead: 
Future Innovation Spaces

➔ New Testing Procedures (Resorts 
testing directly in rooms)

➔ Vaccine Certificates 

➔ Travel Bubbles with Testing 
Procedures 

https://media.nbcconnecticut.com/2020/12/France-Closes-UK-Border-Amid-New-Virus.jpg?crop=111px%2C604px%2C5877px%2C3304px&resize=850%2C478
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/03/17/world/17eu-travel01/merlin_170616924_fa617fdf-3b08-4175-a80c-c745670d74f8-superJumbo.jpg


The Great Outdoors
When the seasons changed and the weather got warmer in summer 
2020, people were relieved by the chance to venture outside their 
homes. More travelers sought out outdoor destinations that allowed 
for safe opportunities for social distancing. 

“Most people who traveled in 
2020 stayed local—within a few 
hours’ drive. Many traveled by 
car when they usually travel by 
plane. Outdoor destinations, 
like national parks, were 
popular choices rather than 
cities. I think these effects will 
have a lasting impact.” 

What Lies Ahead: 
Future Innovation Spaces

➔ Glamping

➔ Forest Bathing

➔ Treehouses

➔ National Park Investment

➔ Camper/RV surges

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2018/06/17/travel/17Getaway1/17Getaway1-superJumbo.jpg
https://www.discovermoab.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/arches2.jpg


Flexible Booking Policies
Before Covid-19, cancelling or changing travel plans often came at a 
big financial cost. But as Covid-19 rates constantly evolve from city 
to city and country to country, more consumers are demanding 
flexibility in booking policies. 

Consumers expect flight and accommodation providers to 
understand that plans are not guaranteed in this age of uncertainty.

“People need the power to 
cancel without penalties. I know 
a lot of people planned and 
booked trips for the future; 
many of them had to cancel 
their trips. I think there will be a 
greater priority on strong 
cancellation policies.”

What Lies Ahead: 
Future Innovation Spaces

➔ Travel Subscriptions

➔ Flight Subscriptions

➔ Customer Service at a New 
Level for Airlines

➔ Paying for Travel Flexibility 
in New Ways

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/proxy/3ppnpKsTjgxZyeHkCrFKh8fK8QYiXJdeuoa50fGmWSxCJ74fdn2LtRnX9xomfNDDoYmbGkFXwolEaqHCmyXhvBQ_OXzRVT8LSBe4WSgJGI735Ocswi9yyW_96BrmXh3btCvQLAi7UNNQzaDAy8HakJJcEyhG2ECVSso28Q
https://www.airfarewatchdog.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/26/2020/03/canceled-flight-refund.png


Less Tourists Head to Developing Countries
Western travelers were becoming more open to visiting locations beyond 
the well-trodden, Conde Nast Traveler-featured destinations, and instead 
were looking to economically developing nations for new experiences with 
natural beauty and city adventures.

But according to a 2020 report from the United Nations, tourism is the main 
export of many least developed countries (LDCs), and Covid-19 restrictions 
are taking a toll: “Travel restrictions and advisories by authorities in foreign 
tourist markets, as well as the income loss of consumers in these markets 
have reduced demand, sometimes almost completely.”

“I think it will be a long time 
before travelers return to 
developing countries... More 
popular developing countries 
like Mexico and Cambodia won’t 
suffer as much; it’s places like 
Ghana and Bangladesh that 
will struggle.”

What Lies Ahead: 
Future Innovation Spaces

➔ Private, Curated Tours

➔ Packaged Travel

https://lp-cms-production.imgix.net/2019-06/79cd9f89c178ec4c7e2e22c74ed42ad7-st-george-s-castle.jpg
https://media-eng.dhakatribune.com/uploads/2018/09/mehedi-hasan-11-1537039027134.jpg


Vaccine or Bust
The airline industry was hit particularly hard by the pandemic, and 
some flight providers are considering whether or not to require their 
passengers to provide proof of vaccination before boarding flights.

“It was reported that Qantas 
will require passengers to be 
vaccinated in the future. I’m not 
sure if there will be any 
workaround for people with 
medical exemptions from 
vaccines, but it remains to be 
seen how this will work out.”

What Lies Ahead: 
Future Innovation Spaces

➔ Vaccination Certificates

➔ Peace of Mind Flights

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2020/12/02/USAT/4b0cb531-58e2-496b-bc17-729ef23ce810-VPC_COVID_VACCINE_SIDE_EFFECTS_DESK_THUMB.jpg
https://i.guim.co.uk/img/media/8e5934097242cb78d377e636b9b09c3021a7bc56/0_159_3959_2377/master/3959..jpg?width=1200&height=900&quality=85&auto=format&fit=crop&s=eada7704f190c99ee21183c65a4d63a4
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New Zealand
FOR THE NATURE LOVERS  //  Admired for its beauty and friendly 
locals, New Zealand is a lush, natural destination that’s perfect for 
those looking to backpack, glamp or “van life” their way across its 
stunning terrain.

“New Zealand, because they are 
the COVID-free western country 
and I think that will have a lot 
of appeal to travelers. The 
biggest question will be whether 
people will be allowed to visit.”

OUTDOOR PARADISE

GLAMPING AND CAMPING

ADVENTURE/RUGGED

https://d1e00ek4ebabms.cloudfront.net/production/2f5d6835-92df-40d6-8237-f394c14025e6.jpg


Zagreb, Croatia
UP-AND-COMING CAPITAL WITH OLD WORLD CHARM  //  
Western Europe’s capitals like Berlin and Amsterdam are appealing 
to many travellers seeking culturally-rich city experiences. Yet Eastern 
European capitals like Croatia’s Zagreb also offer unmatched nightlife, 
culinary scenes, and striking urban vistas for city lovers looking to 
branch out.  

“Zagreb, recent earthquake 
notwithstanding, because 
Croatia is introducing a digital 
nomad visa and people will 
discover that Zagreb is a fun 
city and an excellent, low-cost 
place to live long-term. It 
happens to be a lot cheaper 
than the Dalmatian coast. Also 
a great alternative to people 
who think Prague, Berlin and 
Budapest are overdone.”

CITY LIVING

DIGITAL NOMADS WELCOME

https://tasteofcroatia.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ls_large_CDSSCafe_PhotoByMarijaGasparovic_20-950x615.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/cd/Zagreb_%2829255640143%29.jpg/1200px-Zagreb_%2829255640143%29.jpg


Georgia
DIGITAL NOMADS WELCOME  //  Affordable and undoubtedly 
scenic, the country Georgia is an underrated Eastern European 
destination that’s benefiting from exposure through its digital 
nomad-friendly visa program and more attention from the travel 
influencers exploring and documenting its cities and shores. 

“Georgia, because they have a 
new digital nomad visa as well, 
and because more and more 
influencers have been covering 
it in-depth. More people are 
getting to try Georgian food and 
realizing how good it is. And 
Georgia has extremely high 
value for money as a 
destination.”

SCENIC

DIGITAL NOMADS WELCOME

ADVENTURE/RUGGED

https://img.theculturetrip.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/kobuleti_beach.jpg
https://thumbor.forbes.com/thumbor/fit-in/1200x0/filters%3Aformat%28jpg%29/https%3A%2F%2Fspecials-images.forbesimg.com%2Fimageserve%2F1066360364%2F0x0.jpg


The Azores
“EUROPE’S ANSWER TO HAWAII” - THE GUARDIAN //  The Azores 
are an autonomous region of Portugal situated in the mid-Atlantic. 
The various islands are known for their stunning lush landscapes 
and glittering coastlines, making The Azores the perfect getaway for 
resort and beach lovers. 

“They were just starting to grow 
in popularity in the last few 
years, and I think even more so 
since you can get there on a 
direct U.S. flight (and from 
Boston and New York. ‘It’s a 
shorter flight than to Vegas,’ 
they always extol). Lisbon has 
been a long-term popular 
destination.”

OUTDOOR PARADISE

ADVENTURE/RUGGED

https://www.saga.co.uk/contentlibrary/saga/publishing/verticals/travel/destinations/europe/portugal/azores/portugalazoreslakesetecidadeshortensias.jpg
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/content/dam/Travel/2020/July/azores-aerial.jpg?imwidth=450


South Korea
ASIA’S TRENDIEST DESTINATION //  The majestic sky scrappers 
of Seoul, spicy and savory Korean cuisine, and trendiness of the 
country’s music and pop culture make this nation a hugely appealing 
destination, especially for millennials and Gen Z. The variety of 
terrain, from ski slopes to beaches, also designate it as a catchall for 
tourists seeking a variety of vacation and adventure experiences.

“Because this country has made 
huge cultural inroads into the 
U.S. recently — the insane 
popularity of BTS and other 
K-Pop stars, the growing 
popularity of Korean cuisine, 
the emergence of Korean 
skincare — it will probably draw 
a lot of interest from travelers.”

CITY LIVING

TREND FORWARD

https://cf.bstatic.com/images/hotel/max1024x768/197/197163014.jpg
https://cf.bstatic.com/data/xphoto/1182x887/153/15399205.jpg?size=S


Atlantic Canada
FOREIGN BUT NOT FAR AWAY //  Canada’s provinces on the 
Atlantic coast boast stunning scenery and many serene natural 
oases. Traveling there is just a simple drive for many Northeastern 
residents, but Atlantic Canada looks and feels just different enough 
to make going there feel like you’ve left the U.S.

“They famously had so few 
Covid-19 cases that they opened 
up a bubble. Also, it’s close to 
the U.S., and I feel like this 
would make a good trip for 
more skittish American 
travelers who want to visit 
another country. Nova Scotia, 
Newfoundland, Prince Edward 
Island, and New Brunswick are 
all major contenders.”

OUTDOOR PARADISE

GLAMPING AND CAMPING

ADVENTURE/RUGGED

https://news.paxeditions.com/storage/app/uploads/public/5ef/3a3/316/thumb_105544_1200_1_0_0_auto.jpg
https://www.abercrombiekent.co.uk/-/media/abercrombieandkent/images/blog/2018/destinations/north-america/canada/top-5-reasons-to-visit-atlantic-canada/2_novascotia_blue-whale_ac_ns-whale-tail-hr.jpg?h=338&w=600&la=en


Puglia, Italy 
THE NEXT TUSCANY //  Puglia offers all the best traits of Southern 
Italy: gorgeous beaches, healthy and delicious food, charming cities, 
and a laid back “la dolce vita” vibe. The region is on the cusp of 
making a huge breakthrough with American tourists looking for the 
classic and romantic Southern Italian experience.

“They’ve been making a big push 
for U.S. and especially New 
York-area tourists. People are 
always looking for the “next 
Tuscany”—a region where the 
qualities of the region as a whole 
stand stronger than one 
particular location within a 
region. Europeans have been 
traveling in Puglia for quite a long 
time; I’m sure Americans are right 
behind them. It’s also the best 
place to be a vegetarian in Italy, 
though veganism is more 
of a challenge.”

OUTDOOR PARADISE

https://crowdink.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Puglia-Italy.jpg
https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/180706143331-polignano--2.jpg


Mexico (Beyond the Resorts)
CULTURE JUST ACROSS THE BORDER //  Tourists are starting to see 
that there is more to visiting Mexico than lounging at beach 
destinations like Cancun and Cabo. In cities like Oaxaca and Merida, 
people will find windows into Mexico’s rich history, art, architecture, 
and signature cuisines.

“It’s a direct flight from many 
destinations in the U.S. and 
Canada. Obviously, Mexico has 
it all—great food, beaches, low 
cost of living, interesting cities, 
wonderful people. I think people 
will visit Mexico beyond the 
standard beach destinations, and 
perhaps people who are regular 
visitors to Europe will get their 
cultural fill from Oaxaca, Mexico 
City, San Cristóbal, etc.”

ARCHITECTURE

CULTURE

CITY LIVING

https://www.journeywonders.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/The-colonial-beauty-of-the-town-of-San-Cristobal-de-las-Casas.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/35/41/8c/35418c70019e5216f1be9d4a81ecad45.jpg


Bali, Indonesia
WORK FROM PARADISE //  Associated with yoga retreats, luxury 
resorts, and Eat, Pray, Love, Bali has been a much sought out island 
destination for years. But now the island is growing even more in its 
appeal due to its affordable living standards and laid back 
atmosphere that is friendly to remote workers.

“Already a major digital 
nomad/remote work 
destination, they’ve been 
tentatively opening up more 
and more and I feel like people 
who dreamed of living and 
working on a tropical island will 
take the leap once they have 
the go-ahead to work remotely 
full-time. It helps that it’s long 
been established as an easy, 
cheap place to live and work.”

REMOTE WORK

OUTDOOR PARADISE

https://www.traveldailymedia.com/assets/2018/08/Bali-Indonesia.jpg


Cuba
OUR ISLAND NEIGHBORS //  Cuba has gone in and out of being a 
trendy destination for tourism. But there are plenty more travelers 
who want to experience Cuba and the old world culture and charm 
of Havana for themselves.

“While Americans have never 
been banned from visiting, 
I think the incoming Biden 
administration will make an 
effort to reestablish some of 
the options that made visiting 
Cuba easier.”

CITY LIVING

OUTDOOR PARADISE

https://i.redd.it/6hn34vb8e9s21.jpg
https://lostworld.com/media/20002/old-havana-cuba.jpg
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2020
Based on a study by Destination 
Analyst, about 80% of American 
travelers took at least one trip in 
2020, with an average of 2.9 leisure 
trips reported.  
(Destination Analyst)

—

2021
Americans plan on taking about 
3 leisure trips on average in 2021 
(approximately 1 trip less than 
pre-pandemic)—primarily to cities, 
small towns and beaches. 
One-in-five of these travelers 
anticipate at least one of these 
trips will be international.
(Destination Analyst)

THE U.S. TRAVEL CONSUMER 
American tourists look to continue 
traveling in 2021, but primarily to 
destinations in the U.S. that are 
safe, welcoming, and a departure 
from their day-to-day living. 

https://www.wssfiles.com/006/images/JF21_TravelingWithConfidence_Family_1200x630.jpg
https://www.destinationanalysts.com/insights-updates/#top
https://www.destinationanalysts.com/insights-updates/#top
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Michigan
THE CARIBBEAN OF MIDDLE AMERICA //  Michigan’s popularity is 
predicted to accelerate due to its attractive outdoor scenery and its 
3,288 miles of coastline. A beach is never too far away in this mitten- 
shaped state, and tourists are taking note!

“Particularly Mackinac Island and the Upper Peninsula, perhaps the 
Great Lakes in general. For Midwesterners who want oceanside 
scenery, it’s not quite the ocean, but it has a lot of the same qualities. 
Lots of interesting places to visit and great fall colors.”

https://assets.vogue.com/photos/59231db985acc50fdbe0d04d/master/pass/00-tout-mackinac-island-travel-guide.jpg
https://imagesvc.meredithcorp.io/v3/mm/image?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstatic.onecms.io%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2Fsites%2F39%2F2019%2F09%2F20223516%2FAP-ChapelHike-25743_09bff6b219e12154571f7b04a88b7057d91df4c1_w.jpg


Big Island, Hawaii
PARADISE ONE FLIGHT AWAY //  Hawaii, especially the scenic and 
expansive Big Island, is an attractive place for U.S. tourists looking to 
get their hiking, glamping or resort fix. 

“In general, Hawaii is handling Covid-19 a lot better than other 
states (due in part to its geographic isolation), and a destination 
that is heavy on enjoying the outdoors rather than spending time 
indoors. But the Big Island has a lot more value for money than the 
other islands, and serves long-term travelers well, not just those 
who drop in and drop out.”

https://www.jetsetter.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2018/04/dY0vToBj.jpeg
https://greenweddingshoes.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/hawaii-big-island-02.jpg


Finger Lakes, New York 
WINE AND DINE UPSTATE //  Just a train ride away from the 
bustling tri-state area and New York City, the Finger Lakes are a wine 
region with scenery and luxuries that rank with those of Northern 
California’s famous wine country. 

“The tourism board has been doing a ton of work with travel bloggers 
for years (I’m surprised I haven’t been yet myself), but this region is 
full of natural beauty, tons of wine, great food, and the Corning 
Museum of Glass.”

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2017/06/11/travel/11HOURS-FINGERLAKESLISTY1/11HOURS-FINGERLAKESLISTY1-facebookJumbo.jpg
https://img.travelawaits.com/filter:scale/quill/f/6/f/c/0/c/f6fc0c84d24841598f40b4f03f91df208cadb675.jpg?mw=800


The Mississippi Delta
THE SOUTH OF THE SOUTH //  Although this part of the country has 
a complex legacy marked by racial tensions, it is also home to a rich 
culture that includes Southern food and blues music, with notable 
stops and day trips from Memphis all the way down to New Orleans.  

“The South of the South, incomprehensible, blues bars, very 
segregated. The kind of destination that requires a lot of sensitivity in 
visiting. Also, Memphis as the gateway, which is getting a lot of 
attention in its own right.”

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/travel/2018-digital/city-guides-2018/memphis-tennessee/beale-street-lights-memphis-tennessee.adapt.1900.1.jpg
https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/140514132705-11-mississippi-delta-restricted.jpg


Oklahoma City
TO OKLAHOMA! // This underrated, bustling, and up-and-coming 
metropolis attracts travelers looking for a city that’s warm and 
inviting with a charming Southern edge. 

“Their tourism board has been doing a huge push to make the city a 
destination in itself. Culture, food, extremely reasonable prices, and 
very different from what people think 

https://villagetours.net/lmg-cms/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/oklahoma-city-ok.jpg
https://www.planetware.com/photos-large/USOK/oklahoma-oklahoma-city-bricktown.jpg
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“Workations”
While consumers spend month after month working remotely, some 
have opted to take “workations,” aka. traveling to appealing vacation 
destinations but bringing their work set-ups and conference Zoom 
calls along with them. These trips give consumers a change of 
scenery from their normal lives, offering a new, stimulating work 
environment.

“My partner is one of the founders of Workation.com, a new company 
that helps people set up comfortable long-term workations in several 
European cities. I think his idea is brilliant and I think we’ll be seeing a 
lot of people interested in it.”

https://www.gogoplaces.co/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/workation-1024x768.jpg


Work in Luxury
Hotels and resorts are offering luxury workation packages to guests looking for 
comfortable lodgings where they can work but also play. 

Hotel Esencia, Riviera Maya
This resort serves  stressed-out parents. 
When guests stay in the expansive villas, they 
receive daily childcare and help with online 
schooling for up to six hours per day from 
resort staff. 

The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore 
and The Fullerton Hotel Singapore
The “Work from Fullerton” package lets 
guests spend 12 hours in elegant 
accommodations with Wi-Fi, coffee and tea, 
a food and beverage credit, and 
complimentary parking.

Rosewood Inn of the Anasazi, Santa Fe
This charming, Southwestern boutique hotel 
just off Santa Fe Plaza offers guests the 
chance to rent out its living room, wine cellar 
or library for meetings or as a workspace 
during business days.

https://www.forbestravelguide.com/hotels/riviera-maya-mexico/hotel-esencia#cmpid=forbes_HL
https://www.forbestravelguide.com/hotels/singapore-singapore/the-fullerton-bay-hotel-singapore#cmpid=forbes_HL
https://www.forbestravelguide.com/hotels/singapore-singapore/the-fullerton-hotel-singapore#cmpid=forbes_HL
https://www.forbestravelguide.com/hotels/santa-fe-new-mexico/rosewood-inn-of-the-anasazi#cmpid=forbes_HL
https://www.forbestravelguide.com/destinations/santa-fe-new-mexico/travel-guide#cmpid=forbes_HL
https://specials-images.forbesimg.com/imageserve/5f490ef9766739925262c46d/960x0.jpg?fit=scale
https://specials-images.forbesimg.com/imageserve/5f490eb6c9f2fce99e31876f/960x0.jpg?fit=scale
https://specials-images.forbesimg.com/imageserve/5f491181b3e59e03bbdc4011/960x0.jpg?fit=scale


Remote Work Visas in the 
Caribbean
Beautiful island nations like Barbados are offering remote work 
visas. Barbados is capitalizing on the global work from home trend 
with their Welcome Stamp program, a new visa that allows remote 
workers and digital nomads to spend up to a year working from 
there. Countries like Barbados and Costa Rica are transforming from 
week-long vacation getaways to new homes for many Americans 
and Canadians thanks to programs such as these. 

“I think that Latin America and the Caribbean will be popular for 
first-time workationers due to being on the same time zone— 
particularly Mexico and Costa Rica, which are well-established 
for digital nomads and seem like the “safe and easy” option for 
first-timers. Perhaps other Caribbean countries like Barbados 
that have established long-term digital nomad visas.”

https://cdn-5da890f4f911c8130c44f10c.closte.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Villa-Finca-Chica-Puerto-Viejo.jpg
https://cdn.britannica.com/89/94489-050-4920E18B/Palm-trees-ocean-Barbados.jpg


“We’re seeing a little blurring 
between traveling and living. Before 
the pandemic, you lived somewhere 
50, 51 weeks of the year, and if you 
were so fortunate, you’d go on your 
once-or-twice-a-year vacation. Now 
the pandemic is changing how people 
want to work, travel and live.”

Brian Chesky, CEO of Airbnb, The New York Times



Best American 
Remote Work Cities
Consumers are taking risks and moving to new cities within the U.S. 
to work remotely from. Some of the criteria they take into account 
are low-cost of living, excellent Wi-fi availability, and family-friendly 
environments and neighborhoods. Some popular moving 
destinations that have affordable living costs and are attracting 
millennial families include Atlanta and Austin.  

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/millions-americans-moved-during-pandemic-most-aren-t-looking-back-n1252633
https://ctycms.com/ga-midtown/images/abg-aerial-ma-website-home-page_11x6.jpg
https://cdn1.austinchamber.com/marketing/large-promos/LargePromo_AboutUs_AustinGives_Promo.jpg?mtime=20190708084408


Special Offers For 
Remote Workers
Many corporations and organizations are looking for new ways to 
support and accommodate their remote employees, who often have 
to face the difficult realities of working from home. Perks have 
included offering employees stipends for home office equipment, 
benefits for working parents, and in some cases paid days of 
caregiving leave. 

“Intel extended emergency childcare and eldercare 
reimbursement, offered online learning resources for 
employees and parents with Tutor.com and LinkedIn 

Learning. They also made work hours more flexible by 
allowing employees to “borrow” from future time off 
allotments, or from future holidays or sabbaticals.”

Fast Company, 2020

“To help workers adjusting to working from home, 
companies including Google, Shopify and Basecamp 

have offered workers a stipend to pay for home 
office furniture including desks, chairs and 
accessories that can help workers be more 

comfortable and productive.”
CNBC, 2020

https://www.fastcompany.com/90575098/how-covid-19-has-changed-what-benefits-we-expect-from-our-employers
https://www.technologyrecord.com/Portals/0/EasyDNNnews/6910/How-automation-benefits-remote-workers_940x443.jpg
https://www.forbes.com/sites/beasleydavid/2020/05/27/google-gives-employees-1000-work-from-home-allowance/#7a57c7804c04
https://www.shopify.com/
https://basecamp.com/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/03/companies-are-paying-for-their-workers-home-offices.html


The Best Virtual Set-Up
Remote workers are looking for technology that can support their 
workflow and everyday processes. Different collaboration and 
communication tools are emerging and growing in popularity. 

Kate’s Work From Home 
Essentials

“Good VPNs. Express VPN 
(which I use) and Nord VPN 
(which my boyfriend uses) are 
the two best VPNs, and they 
make it possible to watch U.S. 
TV while abroad (via Sling, 
Hulu, US Netflix, etc.).”

“Slack is a great way to make sure that everyone is 
updated on progress throughout the life cycle of a 
project no matter where they’re located. Slack lets 
users simulate the ease of in-office communication 

over the web. With the ability to communicate 
privately or in groups, users can ensure that whoever 
needs to see a message will do so instantaneously.” 

Readwrite.com

https://slackdemo.com/static/img/sharing/share-en.png
https://readwrite.com/2020/03/24/5-technologies-to-support-working-from-home/
https://readwrite.com/2020/03/24/5-technologies-to-support-working-from-home/
https://www.lg.com/uk/lg-magazine/images/how-to/2019/ergonomic-workspace/lg-magazine_how-to-create-ergonomic-workspace_sub-img1.jpg


“Fake Commutes”
In a recent article from the Wall Street Journal, British academic 
researchers were quoted saying, that “blurring” work-home life 
during the lockdown creates burnout. “We propose a pretend 
commute as an intervention,” said Anna Cox, a professor at 
University College London.

By walking to your local coffee shop, taking a walk around the block, 
or even getting yourself stuck in traffic, consumers can give 
themselves the feeling that they’ve created a divide between their 
home lives and the work day.  

https://blog.hubspot.com/hubfs/commuting-apps.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/d4/ac/a4/d4aca4acc3b4d25a7ee4a62e474639d1.jpg


Backlash Against Workations
Working from an island or other typical vacation destination 
may hamper the productivity of some workers, and employers 
and employees alike will have to weigh the pros and cons 
of the workation.

“I also think there will be an inevitable backlash, as of course some 
people will use this opportunity to do poor work, and their employers 
will claim ‘workations don’t work’!"

https://stingynomads.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/rsz_montezuma_10-800x600.jpg
https://b386363e680359b5cc19-97ec1140354919029c7985d2568f0e82.ssl.cf1.rackcdn.com/assets/uploads/post/featured_image/40341/optimized_db886ada638470e963506ca30aba8a70.jpg
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Travel Subscriptions
While travel subscriptions may seem to be a luxurious way of 
consuming travel experiences, many subscription packages try to 
provide tourists with trips that make the most of their vacation time 
and their travel budgets. 

“Subscriptions are so popular across the board that I wouldn’t be 
surprised to see more pop up. I think this would make the most sense 
for companies to which people already have loyalty (like airline or 
hotel points) — I think it would be more difficult converting new 
people who don’t already use loyalty.

“When I worked for Cheapflights back in 2008-2010, which had both a 
U.S. office and U.K. office, I learned that Americans like to go exactly 
where they want to go exactly when they want to go. U.K. travelers are 
less specific — they just want a sunny holiday and are open-minded 
about where they end up.”

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/1f/f6/a4/1ff6a461a0c6fdbf3f170350643faa4a.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/1f/f6/a4/1ff6a461a0c6fdbf3f170350643faa4a.jpg
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/1f/f6/a4/1ff6a461a0c6fdbf3f170350643faa4a.jpg


The London-based company Be Right Back (BRB) is the world’s first 
travel subscription company. The subscription to BRB unlocks 3 trips 
a year to one of their 60+ destinations in Europe. The consumer 
picks their preferred dates, and BRB books their flights there and 
back and accommodation while they’re there. The BRB team of 
experts book the surprise trip and reveal the destination and hotel 
one month before travel. BRB delivers a postcard to the consumer’s 
door with all the information for the trip in their account.

Inspirato is a luxury travel subscription service. Passes start at 
$2,500 per month and with the membership, pass holders are able 
to choose from more than 60,000 five-star hotels, experiences and 
luxury cruises.The monthly fee is inclusive for all nightly rates, taxes 
and fees, and there’s no limit on the amount of trips you can take.

https://berightback.travel/
https://www.inspirato.com/pass/overview/
https://berightback.travel/static/card-open-3867b5d9a20c43b253074d9eaefa523c.jpg
https://cms.inspirato.com/ImageGen.ashx?image=/media/9411104/inspirato-share.jpg&width=1200
https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/image/C4E0BAQEFGfKQWnp2DQ/company-logo_200_200/0/1560825427822?e=2159024400&v=beta&t=IMkdRputL7mUxS1iABJTC8_xbSg8X_GWmcYBLCUUJho


Flexible Cancellation Policies
Booking will be a more forgiving, flexible process for consumers 
looking to book trips internationally and in the U.S. 

“JayWay Travel (full disclosure 
— my boyfriend is their 
marketing director), which 
hosts booked trips in Europe, 
moved the vast majority of their 
bookings for 2020 to 2021.”

Airbnb updated its “extenuating circumstances” 
policy to allow free cancellations of reservations 
for stays and Airbnb Experiences booked on or 

before March 14, 2020, with a check-in date 
through July 31, 2020. 

Delta has a policy for new bookings, which is that 
any tickets purchased through March 30, 2021 

can be canceled or changed without any fees, for 
new travel completed within one year of the 

original ticket issue date. For existing bookings 
customers with tickets issued before April 17, 

2020 for travel through March 31, 2021 may 
cancel or rebook their itineraries for no fee, for 

new travel completed by Dec. 31, 2022

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/-mm-/0922d44376e2e0be85a2f3786c1f88a761824979/c=32-0-992-540/local/-/media/2020/04/01/USATODAY/usatsports/delta-airlines-source-dal.jpg?width=960&height=480&fit=crop&format=pjpg&auto=webp
https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/2701/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-the-coronavirus-covid19
https://thepointsguy.com/guide/airline-coronavirus-change-and-cancellation-policies-a-complete-list/


Curated Travel Experiences
Booking day trips, finding museums and planning dinner 
reservations can be really stressful for tourists visiting an unfamiliar 
country or city. Travel experiences curated by locals via online 
platforms are an emerging way that travelers can optimize their 
vacation planning to get the most personalized travel experiences as 
possible. 

“ViaHero is a platform that has locals plan you custom itineraries to fit 
your interests in destinations around the world. It’s a great idea, but 
where it REALLY shines is that it provides a document that allows 
Americans to visit Cuba legally with a visa. I’m pretty sure Cuba is the 
most popular destination on ViaHero...This is also something that 
JayWay Travel does very well for travelers in Europe—it helps them 
plan the absolute best trips tailored to their interests.”



New Booking
Instead of booking hotels weeks in advance or through big online 
conglomerates, consumers can choose to do a last-minute booking 
through apps like One:Night. Experts also encourage consumers to 
book directly with small hotels or inns instead of booking through 
bigger websites. 

“Because COVID has been so hard on small businesses, I’ll be making 
an effort to book directly with hotels rather than through 
booking.com.”

One:Night is an app that allows consumers to 
book a room spontaneously for that night or the 

next day. Every hotel on One:Night has been 
hand-selected for offering the most unique stay 
experience in that specific area. Users can then 

pick whichever hotel from the list that they think 
they will enjoy.

https://onenight.com/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CIYnMl_h3Mf/


The New Check-In Process
Hotels are finding ways to make customers feel safe through 
hands-free check in processes that utilize digital technology or low 
contact social-interactions. 

“One notable thing—I stayed at a hotel in Hvar this summer that 
was located close to the ferry in Stari Grad, and they actually 
checked people into the hotel at the ferry terminal and just 
took them to their room.”

“Debora Bridges from Boulders Resort & Spa, 
Scottsdale, a Hilton Brand hotel, says that under the 

Hilton CleanStay program, the hotel will 
double-down on its digital key technology for guests 
to have a contactless arrival experience. Guests can 
check-in, choose their room, access their room with 
a digital room key, and check-out using their mobile 

devices through the Hilton Honors mobile app at 
participating hotels. Digital keys eliminate the need 

for magnetic key cards, which must be sanitized 
after every use, and queuing at the front desk.” 

Beaconstac, 2020

https://www.nevistas.com/ul/4/2020/09/14/15.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/OE1nvV0t3xJ3dlYOeifyvUJuAbR65JkU4N6k56IBDSSa15pfASVqxBTur8Cftz_qsEYb5RG3iGiwd3reI-OkWA-eQmyWOrM7H9wbRAdIlLFTOAIQ0DoLQm3RnFd694JHOqj0EQCe


The Future of Airbnb
According to the New York Times, “Home rentals have outperformed 
hotels in 27 global markets since the onset of Covid-19, according to 
a report by the hotel benchmarking firm STR and the short-term 
rental analysts AirDNA.”

It’s no surprise that Airbnb is a leader in this type of rental and 
long-term vacationing. Despite laying off a quarter of its workforce 
at the beginning of the pandemic, Airbnb stock just went public and 
is performing well so far. But the company has other problems on 
its hands. According to the Times, “Cities around the world, from 
Barcelona to Vancouver, are looking to curb Airbnb and other 
short-term rental companies, which many blame for hollowing out 
neighborhoods as real estate managers took long-term leases and 
listed them as more lucrative short-term rentals.”

“I think one of Airbnb’s big challenges will be dealing 
with laws in different locations. For example, in New 

York it’s against the law for anyone to stay in an 
entire Airbnb for less than 30 days. But Airbnb 

doesn’t enforce this law. I foresee a big showdown in 
the law with Airbnb. It just depends on who decides 

to actually take them to court.

I also feel like companies that cashed in on buying 
tons of properties for the purpose of Airbnb are 

struggling a lot right now. It’s a less secure 
investment than it what was.”

https://www.esquireme.com/public/images/2019/11/03/airbnb-678x381.jpg


Cruising into the Future
Last week Carnival Cruises announced that its bookings for 2022 
have exceeded the number of reservations in 2019. Carnival’s CFO 
David Bernstein was quoted saying, “We are seeing good demand in 
all of the various cruise markets, whether it be Caribbean itineraries, 
Europe itineraries, there is good demand for Australia, world 
cruises, etc. It’s broad-based and across all the brands.”

At the beginning of the pandemic, cruises were famously a hotbed 
for infection rates. But based on the encouraging numbers from 
Carnival, it looks as if consumers are starting to feel more hopeful 
for the future when they can safely cruise.

https://rccl-h.assetsadobe.com/is/image/content/dam/royal/ships/oasis/oasis-of-the-seas-labadee-haiti-aft.jpg?$1440x600$
https://ei.marketwatch.com/Multimedia/2017/04/27/Photos/ZQ/MW-FL354_cruise_20170427163151_ZQ.jpg?uuid=8bad7b54-2b88-11e7-9888-001cc448aede


Stowaway with The Standard
The Standard Hotel in New York has introduced its Stowaway 
program, which invites guests to “curate your extended stay of 
seven or more nights exactly as you see fit.” Guests are given 
hands-on service and luxurious treatment, from complimentary 
breakfast to a reserved spot in The Standard’s restaurants to its 
wellness amenities, and, most notably, a Tesla car that is always at 
the guest’s disposal.  

The Stowaway program is a prime example of how hospitality 
businesses are pivoting to accommodate consumers’ shifting needs 
for long-term stays and experiences the blur the line between 
traveling and living.

https://cdn.kiwicollection.com/media/property/PR005988/xl/005988-06-Hudson-Studio.jpg?cb=1413923207
https://nypost.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2017/08/shutterstock_305942309.jpg?quality=80&strip=all
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Food Delivery, All Around 
the World
The growing food delivery industry makes it easy for remote 
workers across the world to get the meals and groceries they need. 
In the U.S., the revenue from online food delivery amounted to 
$26.527 million in 2020, and from 2019 to 2020, food delivery apps 
saw a 25.2 percent increase in the amount of users. (Statista). 

Food delivery services are also finding popularity outside of the U.S. 
with services like Rappi and Rohlik. 

“I like how a lot of delivery and in-person help services work around 
the world. In Mexico, there’s Rappi, where around $5/month gets you 
unlimited delivery of pretty much anything—food, liquor, CBD oil, stuff 
from Costco, even cash from the ATM! 

In the Czech Republic, there’s Rohlik, which is a food delivery service 
supplied by lots of small farmers and small businesses. This is an easy 
way to support local food producers the easy way—and do it all in one 
order. My partner and I subscribe to the premium version of Rohlik to 
get access to premium ingredients like burrata and stracciatella.”

https://images.axios.com/i1Z9hPbJkwRqDx18ZNulcJyoXT8=/0x0:1365x768/1920x1080/2020/01/09/1578602601429.jpg
https://cms.globema.pl/googleen/wp-content/uploads/sites/29/2019/08/rohlik.jpg


Vaccine Passports
Contact tracing and vaccine passports in the form of apps 
indicate whether travelers are safe to move across borders. 

“Apps built around COVID. They 
work well in some countries; 
in others, people don’t use them, 
so they have no effect.”

Corona-Warn-App is a COVID-19 contact tracing app used for digital contact 
tracing in Germany. It had been downloaded by 22.8 million persons as of 
November 2020, which is 27.17% of the total population in Germany

Denmark’s Covid-19 tracking app, Smittestop, was released in June and was 
downloaded by 245,000 people on its first day. That was reported to have increased 
to 1 million by mid-August. The app notifies other users of the app that have 
been in close proximity if a user registers a positive coronavirus test.

On November 11, 2020, the app was updated to support contact tracing within 
Europe, meaning that users of the Danish app can now also receive notifications 
if they have been in the proximity of a person using another European 
COVID-19 tracing app.

https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/12/10/business/00virus-healthpass3/00virus-healthpass3-superJumbo.jpg?quality=90&auto=webp


Sustainable Resorts
As consumers prioritize sustainability, forward-thinking architecture 
firms and resorts are creating innovative accommodations and 
vacation experiences for their eco-conscious consumers. 

For example, LUX Resorts in the Maldives is now using floating solar 
panels at their tropical resort, and the boutique architecture firm 
AMA Design has developed a hospitality concept called GAIA, a 
floating “Eco-gothic” style hotel that pushes boundaries to 
re-connect people with nature. According to Hotel Designs, this 
concept is all about “Respecting [the] natural environment in a light 
and positive way whilst considering sustainable design and circular 
economy principles.”

https://i0.wp.com/hotelinsidermv.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/LUX-South-Ari-launches-largest-floating-solar-power-system.jpg?fit=1955%2C1080&ssl=1


The Future of Travel Influencers
The world of travel influencers shifts as new technologies like TikTok 
increase in popularity and bring previously unheard voices to the 
forefront of influencing.

“As always, I feel like niche is everything. People want to follow people 
whom they like, and often people who are like them. I think the top 
tier folks will continue to remain at the top and will have an 
advantage getting an audience on new platforms; it’s the people who 
create mediocre travel content who will struggle to get ahead.

Though it’s worth noting that TikTok’s algorithm makes it possible to 
blow up quickly. It’s very different from other platforms.”

https://specials-images.forbesimg.com/imageserve/5dcbf3f1ea103f0006524f22/960x0.jpg?fit=scale
https://i.insider.com/5c8faf085dfa99080c7f1463?width=1136&format=jpeg
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Progressives Avoid Certain 
Countries
Countries that have a history of suppressing free speech 
or violating human rights seem to be less desirable 
destinations for progressives.

“As far as American progressive goes, I feel like the UAE and Saudi 
Arabia have much less of an appeal due to their human rights abuses.”

https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Saudi-Arabia-2560x1248.jpg
https://www.boldbusiness.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Dubai-UAE-1.jpg


Climate Change
While it may be a long shot that the common traveler will start 
traveling via ocean liners instead of flights like Swedish activist Greta 
Thunberg, more everyday consumers are aware of their carbon 
footprints and are concerned about changing their individual actions 
in order to slow climate change. This growing awareness has the 
potential to revolutionize the way tourists select their 
transportation. 

“Climate change is a huge factor on people’s minds. I think people 
will be concerned with lowering their usual vacation carbon 
footprint. For example, I think people might be likelier to take one 
flight to Europe and travel around from there, rather than flying from 
city to city to city.”

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/content/dam/travel/2017-digital/sustainable-travel/sustainable-train-travel.ngsversion.1499974383625.adapt.1900.1.jpg


Racial Reckoning in the U.S.
One world issue influencing how Americans are traveling is the racial 
justice movement. Many Black Americans are looking for places 
abroad that feel more accepting and safe to live, work and raise 
families in. Some media outlets refer to this movement as “Blaxit.” 

“I am seeing a lot of Black travelers leaving the U.S. for safety reasons. 
Very often families with young kids. I met tons of Black families living 
in Mérida last winter. Some of them called it ‘Blaxit’.”

https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2020/06/24/USAT/93248d4a-b0bf-486d-b78c-f54965ffb16e-6f54b8ce-f123-43ce-b54d-45425e834946.jpg?crop=1439,809,x1,y207&width=1439&height=719&format=pjpg&auto=webp
https://www.gannett-cdn.com/presto/2020/06/24/USAT/7b13214a-3ebb-4bf2-b21e-e4adfaadf8d5-LMDESGETAWAYSMAY2018-DAY4HIGHLIGHTS-27_1.jpg?crop=1880,1410,x127,y2&quality=50&width=640


Ethical Buying
Consumers across continents are considering ethical alternatives to 
online retail giants like Amazon, opting for platforms that lift up 
independently-owned businesses that prioritize transparency in 
their ethics and manufacturing (ex. Bookshop, Society6, and Etsy).

Small business owners are also being more vocal when speaking out 
against Amazon and controversies surrounding its undercutting of 
local affiliates and retailers. Consumers are taking these dissenting 
voices to heart, and are moving forward, committing to shopping 
from e-commerce retailers and brands that align with their ethics 
and identities. 

“I feel like people have a greater awareness of economic 
sustainability than 10 years ago...Local, sustainable, cruelty-free, 
vegan, sweatshop-free—those are all common words I’m seeing 
lately in stores. 

Zalando is a huge online clothing shop in Europe that plans to only sell 
sustainable brands by 2023. Fler.cz is basically the Czech version of 
Etsy—handmade products.”

https://ctl.s6img.com/society6/img/7Y85eyJz1FD2CspwatiCq1xWwBc/h_800,w_800/artwork/~artwork/s6-original-art-uploads/society6/uploads/cms/sell-art/images/e346996343c5447ea47bbfb999a4ba45?wait=0&attempt=0
https://mindfullychristina.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/shutterstock_1558684937-1140x977.jpg
https://theme.zdassets.com/theme_assets/672663/d4f8f5464bf3d70daeb3b50cbcc5e290f6e3e220.png


Covid’s Lasting Effects
With the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines being slowly but surely 
distributed in the U.S., the future looks brighter for the travel 
industry. But many still look to the coming years with 
uncertainty, and wonder how traveling will continue to 
evolve in a post-Covid world.  

“COVID is a lifelong trauma event, and people will be carrying it with 
them—especially when they travel.

We are going to be in masks for a long time, if not forever. I think it 
will be much more common for westerners to wear masks when sick or 
when in transit, similar to how many people in East Asian countries do 
now. I personally think I’ll be doing this. (It’s been nice not getting a 
cold this year.)”

https://cdn-japantimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/f-chinavirus-a-20200329.jpg
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Thank You! 
Any more questions or comments? 

Contact Kalyn@theebco.com


